its textual dependence and how it gives priority to Psalm 89 and 1 Chronicles 17;345 third, the matter of determining the conditionality or unconditionality of David's covenant in 2 Samuel 7;346 and fourth, its history, reconstructed based on the text.347
In addition, we consign the detailed exegesis of the text to several outstanding scholars who have done a fine job analyzing the text. 348 To reiterate, the concern is how the text rhetorically connects to Genesis 14 (12-15, 49) and Numbers 22-24. Adopting the same approach used in the Balaam episode, we will divide the text into two. After examining 2 Samuel 6 as a cotext for 2 Samuel, the rhetorical effect of the literary structure of 2 Samuel 7 will be investigated,349 and its literary and thematic correlation with Genesis 14 and Numbers 22-24 will be highlighted.
A Syntagmatic and Rhetorical Study of the Cotext of 2 Samuel 7, Particularly with 2 Samuel 6
Why 2 Samuel 6 is a cotexts for 2 Samuel 7 but 2 Samuel 8 is not a cotext needs an explanation. Recently, Eslinger, using rhetorical criticism, argues that 2 Samuel 6 is the rhetorical situation of the narrative context for 2 Samuel 7.350 From another angle, R. A. Carlson observes that there is a ring composition -that is, it begins and ends with the same word or phrase -based on David who "defeated Philistines" (~ytvlp-ta $yw) in 5:25 and 8:1, thus making 2 Samuel 6-7 a unit.351 Furthermore, Carlson notes how 2 Samuel 6, as part of the Ark Narrative,352 already hints at contention between temple and tent (tyb, lha respectively), thereby making 2 Samuel 6 part of the larger context for the interpretation of 2 Samuel 7 .
Moving now to a syntagmatic study, the multiple occurrences of $rb in 2 Samuel 6 and 7 has have become a theme.353 The blessing theme354 serves not only as a structural link between 2 Samuel 6 and 7 but also serves as the motive for David 's actions in 2 Samuel 6 and what he subsequently proposed in 2 Samuel 7.
Both the structural link and motive in these two chapters are further reinforced by the narrator who adds another correlated element, namely tyb, to $rb. David intended to bring the ark of God back to Judah, but because of the fatal incident with Uzzah, he was afraid and instead left the ark in the house of Obed-Edom (6:1-10 357 The description of blessing to the house of Obed-Edom is only known to the readers, not to David until the phrase dwI D" %l, M, ä l; dG: © YU w: . Murray remarks that this is the turning point of the story in 2 Samuel 6 (Divine Prerogative, 131). 358 Murray's perception that this part of the story has portrayed David's motive as "covert" and "selfinterest" is unwarranted. See his Divine Prerogative, 131-32. In our judgment, Murray is misguided by his overall thesis of "divine prerogative and royal pretension," which is how he interprets 2 Samuel 6-7. 359 Cf. Eslinger, House of God, 23-24, who, like others, speculates about (and summarizes many of scholars' opinions on) the motive of David's plan of temple-building, asking pointedly if it resulted out of a heart of gratitude or out of the scheming mind of a politician. In contrast, our argument arises from reading what is hinted at in the text. 360 The root $rb occurs in 2 Samuel in the following verses: 2:5, 6:11, 12, 18, 20, 7:29, 8:10, 13:25, 14:22, 18:28, 19:40, 21:3, 22:47. The usage of $rb, except for 2 Samuel 6-7, can be divided according to these five designations: (1) the Lord blessed his people, 2:5; (2) a greeting is given, 8:10; (3) man's approval sought, 13:25; (4) a human blessing conferred upon another human, 14:22, 19:40, 21:3; and (5) accorded as praise to God 18:28, 22:47. Thus, with 2:5, the usage of $rb in 2 Samuel 6-7 is unique in the sense that it is Yahweh who blessed his people, the exception being 6:18, 20. In these last two references, David could be regarded as God's agent, at least from a certain point of view (cf. 19:40). Here we should note a parallel role David plays in comparison with Melchizedek's. Melchizedek is the first king who blessed Abraham while David is the first Israelite king who blessed his people, Abraham's descendants (6:18).
2 Samuel 6-7 is rooted in these two words tyb361 and $rb through our rhetorical and syntagmatic study.
A Rhetorical and Syntagmatic Study of 2 Samuel 7
This rhetorical study should begin with crediting Eslinger, who has successfully delimited 2 Samuel 7 as a rhetorical unit.362 Nonetheless, it is indisputable that 2 Samuel 7363 is divided into two sections: vv. 1-17 and vv. 18-29.364 The skillfully constructed text attains the utmost in its rhetorical and discourse effects. It would be challenging to improve Fokkelman's lucid summary of the two sections:
The mortal [David] who thought of the initiative as his, and adopted the stance of a sender (destinateur) by giving God a temple (bayit), becomes the beneficiary (destinataire), and gains a certain immortality through the receipt of a lasting dynasty (bayit) from God. . . . All the mortal David can do is thank and praise.365 There is, however, a more satisfactory explanation we will explore in the following section. McCarter (II Samuel, 222) suggests that v. 13a is the "linchpin" binding together the two incongruous notions -the refusal of the temple and promise of a dynasty -and so it is highly editorial. Yet this supposed editorial linchpin has ignored the story's rhetorical and discourse perspective. 362 Eslinger, House of God, 10-12. 363 See Fokkelman, Throne and City, 207: the text of 2 Samuel 7 is a "photographic negative" of the previous chapter; the latter is composed of narrative, and it is only when we approach the end that we discover dialogue, while in 2 Samuel 7 the dialogues and David's prayer (speech) occupy the entire chapter except for a few clauses in narrative that serve as transitions. 364 For a subdivision of these two sections, see various commentaries. 365 Fokkelman, Throne and City, 208.
As observed earlier, one should examine the rhetorical arrangement of 2 Samuel 7 through this key word tyb ("bayit").366 Therefore in the following subsections, we will first treat the oracle (vv. 1-17) followed by the prayer of David (vv. 18-29).
A Study of the Oracle of Nathan
The rhetorical question yTi b. vi l. tyI b; yLi -hn< b. Ti hT' a; h; 367 (in v. 5) is a good place to start in our analysis of the oracle's rhetorical effect. This question appears following two introductory formulae that closely resemble each other: (1) rmo ale !t' n" -la, hw" hy> -rb; D> yhi y> w: : aWhh; hl' y> L; B; yhi y> w: : 368 in v. 4 and (2) hw" hy> rm; a' hKo o , comprising this chapter's very first occurrence of this prophetic and solemn phrase (cf. v. 8). Cast in a prophetic setting, this rhetorical question serves as a response to the dialogue between David and Nathan concerning temple-building in vv. 1-3. Furthermore, the rhetorical question is tied to the following explanation (vv. 6-7), which clearly ends with another rhetorical question, ~t, ynI b. -al{ hM' l' ~yzI r' a] tyBe yli . Note that this rhetorical question changes the one in v. 5b from singular ( ) to plural (~t, ynI b. -al{ hM' l' )!369 The plural subject is lae r' f. yI -ta, yMi î [; -ta, "my people,
Israel"370 (v. 7), thus introducing another "person" in the same topic besides David, and that is none other than the people of Israel. The double designation "my people, Israel" serves a four-fold rhetorical function: (1) it echoes back to the term, lae r' f. yI ynE B, found twice in vv. 6-7a; (2) it connects them to David (v. 8) in that Yahweh placed David as "ruler" (dygI n" )371 over Israel (lae r' f. yI -l[; yMi [; -l[; dygI n" ), with victory over his enemies (v. 9); (3) more clearly (note: lae Û r" f. yI l. yMi [; l "for my people, for Israel"), "my people, Israel" reiterates the divine promise that Israel will be planted in place securely (v.
Verses 12-13 are the crux of Nathan's oracle because whatever appears after these two verses is merely a repetition of the essence contained there. After a description of David's passing (^yt, bo a] -ta, T' b. k; v' w> ^ym, y" Wal. m. yI yKi , , v. 12a), it logically follows that someone will take his place, ^yr, x] a; ^[] r> z: -ta, yti mo yqi h] w: . Thus it is essential for us to explore the term [rz from both a rhetorical and discourse perspective.
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The question seems to be directed to yje b. vi dx; a; -ta, lae r' f. yI . See the debate of jbv in Fokkelman, Throne and City, 381. He glosses it "as a metonym for 'tribal leaders'." Cf. Eslinger, House of God, 31-32. Based on Eslinger's explanation, the inter-changeability of leaders and people whom God placed under them is possible in God's covenantal claim. We prefer "people" to "leaders" because the word "people" occurs more frequently while words denoting "leaders" appears only here and in v. 11. . Both phrases end with similar Hebrew consonants: ymi v. li and yTi b. vi l. .379 Nonetheless, there is a fundamental difference in these two words. While the latter qualifies the tyb unequivocally as a building, namely a temple, the former hints at something far more than a physical building (temple).380 By using the word ymvl, we believe the narrator tries to correct David's focus as well as the reader's, clarifying that this passage is not about a physical temple but about a dynasty or a kingdom, hklmm as stated in vv. 12, 13, and 16. In these expressions, note the similarities regarding hklmm in the following three verses:
v. 12 wtklmm-ta ytnykhw v. for ever"383 but through our syntagmatic study, God's name is involved twice when this phrase occurs. To underscore this point, see ymvl in v. 13a and especially $mv ldgyw in v. 26a. It would not make any sense to gloss v. 26a as David prayed: "your (God's) name will be manifested for a while"; therefore, this phrase highlights an enduring aspect of this hklmm that is impossible to find in the history of any human kingdoms. Second, the narrator attempts to lessen some of the ambiguity in the word "seed" by qualifying it with !be l. (v. 14) in addition to the word aWh (v. 13). The word !b is used three times in a construct state (as idiomatic, vv. 6, 7, 10). Nonetheless, like [rz, it is unique here (v. 14). The formula in which !b is found, ba' l. AL-hy< h. a, ynI a] !be l. yLi -hy< h. yI aWhw> ,384 on 378 Scholars have long noted that "he" (awh) in v. 13 is there to contrast with the "you" (hta) in the question in v. 5. As early as 1926, W. Caspari has pointed this out. See idem, Die Samuelbücher, KAT, vol. 7 (Leipzig: A. Deichter, 1926), 482; quoted in Carlson, The Chosen King, 109. 379 Cf. Fokkelman, Throne and City, 216. 380 Fokkelman (Throne and City, 216) offered a slightly different explanation of these two words, saying: "In this pair 'my Name' follows 'my dwelling' rhyming with it but at the same time being a subtle correction of it. The real resident of the temple is not to be God in person, but the Name." 381 Anderson has pointed out ^T. k. l; m. m; W ^t. yBe as a possible case of hendiadys ("your royal house"). See idem, 2 Samuel, 123. Syntagmatically, the word aSe Ki , tyb and hlkmm only occur in 2 Samuel in 3:10, 7:13 and 7:16. In 3:10, through Abner's mouth, the kingdom of the house of Saul will now be transferred to David and his throne will be established. 382 Cf. the phrase also in vv. 24-26, cf. v 29. 383 See Eslinger, House of God, 46-48 for his assessment on how we should gloss this phrase: "for ever or for a while." Cf. Murray, Divine Prerogative, 194 (footnote 72). 384 Note the repeated use of aWh here, connecting it back to v. 13. the one hand, signifies a divine sonship motif385 and on the other hand, recalls the canonical transformation of the notion of [rz into !b in some of our observations of the antecedent Scriptures (in Genesis).386 The narrator carefully constructs vv. 13-14a with equilibrium387 so that the "son" (!b) is the "he" (awh) who will build a kingdom388 in God's name.
What kind of tyb did Yahweh promise to David? Our answer is a summary of what this study has thus far indicated. While at the beginning of 2 Samuel 7, the subject matter is temple-building, the narrator skillfully shifts subjects to the thematic matter of Yahweh's tyb. By carefully structuring his composition and choice of words, our narrator anchors this tyb, qualified by hklmm, on David's [rz, qualified by !b. The tyb is further characterized by ymvl and ~lw[-d[. Therefore, the tyb is confined to Yahweh's kingdom through a Davidic son in Yahweh's name. In other words, it is quite possible to conclude that 2 Samuel 7 is not concerned about the temple or about David's own dynasty.
If our interpretation -an eternal kingdom, not a temple -is correct, all the scholarly suggestions to explain divine refusal of temple-building and all the speculations related to David's motive to build becomes secondary if not irrelevant.389 Exegetes confuse the subject matter (temple building at the onset of the narrative) with the theme (divine kingdom or dynasty through David's seed) primarily due to the ambivalence of tyb. Nonetheless the narrator has attempted to safeguard his main theme through a prudent choice of words. It is through a discourse and rhetorical 387 We are indebted to Fokkelman's observation in vv. 13-14. He comments: "In verse 13 we see an equilibrium arise which takes place via he-mine -I-his and is grouped around the objects of temple and throne. In v. 14 the reciprocity gains perfect balance via the I-him plus he-me series. For the concatenation of the four lines we are alert to the alternation of the subjects: 13a he is the one who shall build a house for my name 13b and I shall establish his royal throne for ever 14a I shall be a father to him 14b and he shall be a son to me The balance in 14 is so great that not only the number of syllables, but even the number of true consonants are exactly the same in both lines." Fokkelman, Throne and City, 232. 388 As delineated earlier, it is not about the temple but about a kingdom; therefore our conclusion differs from Fokkelman's. Our conclusion is also contra Murray's. He takes the [rz as plural. See idem, Divine Prerogative, 188-90, 191-92. Again, his reading is misguided by his overall thesis. 389 Fokkelman arrives at a similar conclusion through a comparison of v. 12b and v. 13b. He remarks: "Only in 13a does bayit mean temple for a moment, and nowhere else for the rest of this long chapter. Solomon's building a temple is an element of secondary importance compared with the promise of dynasty." Idem, Throne and City, 231.
analysis that one can detect the narrator's rhetoric and meaning. With this, our study continues with an examination of David's prayer390 (vv. 18-29).
A Study of the Prayer of David
The prayer, serving as the only introductory prose after verse 18, consists of two nearly equal parts: the first half concerns the past, whereas the second half concerns the future.391 Admittedly, this prayer may look repetitive.392 If we follow the narrator's alleged thematic word, tyb, however, then we would come up with a rhetoricalthematical structure.
This structure is not without connection to Nathan's oracle proper (vv. 5-16). Yahweh's oracle is signified in the introductory verse in v. 4: in the prophetic formula (la hwhy-rbd yhyw, paired with hwhy rma hk in v. 5). The rbd,393 as we have argued earlier, concerns Yahweh's promise to David of the divine kingdom (tyb with hklmm). If that is the thematic notion of the passage, then we should be able to detect several elements continued in David's prayer: tyb, rbd and db[. We have finished a rhetorical and syntagmatic study on the two sections -the oracle and the prayer -in 2 Samuel 7. Since the prayer, through our analysis, is a reiteration of the oracle, we can recap the message in the oracle in one statement: Yahweh, through David's seed, will build an everlasting kingdom. This statement is not built strictly on the result of our analysis of 2 Samuel 7, because on several occasions we have alluded to the texts of Genesis 12-22 and Numbers 22-24. Therefore, the oracle in 2 Samuel 7 should also be viewed in the larger context of the OT, especially the passages we have just studied. That requires a summary of Genesis 14 (and its cotexts in Genesis) and Numbers 22-24, which is the topic of treatment in the next section. Third, worthy of mention are two other links that exist between Numbers 22-24 and 2 Samuel 7: (1) the "out of Egypt" theme can be found in Num 23:22, 24:8 and 2 Sam 7:6, 23; and (2) the motif of Israel as God's unique people once scattered but now gathered as one nation or collected in one place is detected in Num 23:9 and 2 Sam 7:10 (note the word !kv in both references).
A Summary
Based on the above delineation, Genesis 14 with its cotexts and Numbers 22-24 seem to exert certain literary influence upon 2 Samuel 7. Or to a certain extent, the author of 2 Samuel 7 seems to be aware of these texts and perhaps interprets them in light of the dialogue of David and Nathan regarding the building of tyb. 
